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Mobile mast for  
traffic lights and  
overhead cabling
Mobile masts are indispensable for setting up temporary  
traffic lights at major crossroads. They act as sturdy traffic  
light masts for high signals, and also for fitting overhead  
signals depending on the version. They also allow for safe 
overhead cabling well above the reach of pedestrians or  
vehicles. According to the Technical Delivery Conditions for 
Mobile Traffic Light Systems (TL-LSA), overhead cabling must 
have vertical clearance of at least 5 m for 50 volt and at least  
6 m for higher voltages such as 230 V mains voltage.

The mobile rotating and tilting mast by Berghaus permits fast, 
stable installation of a robust traffic-light signal mast with high 
signals. It is possible to attach a crossbeam measuring 4 or 6 m 
in length from our range of accessories as a projecting arm for 
positioning signal heads directly over specific lanes, also for lane 
signalling. The new add-on element considerably extends the  
previous socket mast height of 6 metres and allows overhead  
cabling at up to 7.90 m in height. This is ideal for taking cables  
above the overhead contact lines for tramways.
 The rotating and tilting mast is quick and easy to install for the  
various usages. It needs space of just 1.20 x 1.20 m to stand on; the 
base with fitted bottom section is only approx. 2 m high. This mobile 
socket mast system is very popular because it manages without a 
concrete pedestal that could easily weigh several tons. If necessary, 
it can even be set up by hand. Depending on the specific usage, it  
is weighted with up to 32 commercially available K1 base plates 
that are placed in the corresponding holders of the base, also  
acting as theft protection. Lift trucks, forklifts or loading cranes 
can also be used for installation, depending on the available space.

ProTec 121: On-top fence, 
and visual screen and  
security element
The mobile crash barriers in the proven ProTec family can now be 
supplemented with a new on-top fence together with a visual screen 
and security element for ProTec 121. Following successful tests of 
other additional elements for our ProTec crash barriers in 2018, such 
as the emergency opening ProTec-Tor 120, these successfully tested 
new developments are ideal extensions to the existing system.

ProTec 121 on-top fence
In spring 2019, the on-top fence was successfully tested in combination  
with our ProTec 121 for containment level T3 with a truck and a car  
according to the test criteria and requirements of DIN EN 1317. The on-top 
fence comes with reach-through protector and square mesh openings. 
It is fastened to the restraint system on the working zone side. The fence 
is fitted with a non-transparent net that acts as visual screen to let the 
wind through. The structure is fastened to the ProTec 121 with a force-
fit connection consisting of a specially developed bracket. The complete 
structure consisting of ProTec 121 and on-top fence is 1.50 m high.

ProTec 121 visual screen and security element
The series is rounded off by another new development consisting of 
visual screen and security element. It provides construction site workers 
with effective protection from grit, flying stones or spray caused by 
passing traffic. Furthermore, the flow of traffic is not distracted by the 
work taking place behind the visual screen. In another impact series 
which was again carried out with our mobile crash barrier ProTec 121, 
the visual screen and security element with a total height of 1.15 m 
was successfully tested for containment level T3 according to the  
stipulations of DIN EN 1317.

In 2016, the mobile crash barrier ProTec 121 with a structural width of just 24 cm 
was developed and tested by our steelwork department and classified by the BASt  
(Federal Highway Research Institute) with BASt test number 2017 7E 60 as crash 
barrier with containment level T3 and the lowest effective range W1, and approved  
for use as construction site protection according to TL Mobile Road Restraint  
Systems. The new, tested components consisting of the on-top fence as well as the 
visual screen and security element make a perfect addition to the system.
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Structural calculations are available for many applications,  
including for installation of temporary traffic-light masts and 
high signals in different quantities and heights, with or without 
side projecting arm and for overhead cables at large heights and 
over wide distances. The rotating and tilting mast is also ideal as a  
robust mast for our height warning system or as a light mast for 
large-scale illumination.

Now up to 
7.90 m high!

Tested to DIN EN 1317!
Dear Readers,

Since the presentation of our pro-
ducts and services at the DeuSat in 
March 2019, we have been working 
at a few new developments that we 
would like to introduce in this issue.
 Fully in line with our motto „We 
want you to get there safely“, all pro-
ducts have been tested thoroughly 
and certified accordingly. Our com-
prehensive range ensures that cons-
truction sites such as the Elbe Tunnel 
or major events such as the Hessian 
Day run smoothly.
 AVS also continues to grow on the 
international scale. Dirk Schönauer 
has been appointed to the manage-
ment team at Peter Berghaus GmbH 
to let everyone benefit from our 
long-standing know-how, also inter-
nationally speaking.
 We hope you enjoy reading this issue  
of Berghaus News and that you have a 
successful construction site season!

Dieter Berghaus, 
Managing Director
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The 80 exhibitors, manufacturers and service 
providers provided information about their  
current product range and innovations in  
traffic technology for roughly 600 congress 
participants and more than 400 registered  
trade-fair visitors. 
 This year Berghaus Verkehrstechnik and 
AVS Verkehrssicherung once more focused 
on the mobile crash barriers ProTec 100 and  
ProTec 51.

The IVSt (Industrial Association for Roadside Equipment) held the 9th German Highway 
Equipment Conference on 27 and 28 March 2019 in Cologne, under the patronage of the  
Federal Minister of Transport and Digital Infrastructure. As co-initiators of the leading  
German trade-fair, Berghaus Verkehrstechnik and AVS Verkehrssicherung once again had  
a stand at this year’s event.

IRF – Better roads. Better worlds.

Both crash barriers were successfully tested 
for additional containment levels in autumn 
2018, now meeting new requirements.
 Many thanks to all customers, business 
partners and interested visitors for coming to 
our trade-fair stand, for the many constructive 
talks and for the continued great interest in our 
services and products.

DeuSAT 2019 in Cologne –  
many thanks for coming!

AVS regularly attends IRF events. On the one 
hand, this enables us to expand know-how 
within the AVS Group and generates valuable  
impetus for our business. 
But above all, it serves to 
make our brand known 
on a worldwide scale. 
AVS attends all these 
events as more than 
just an exhibitor. Indeed, AVS makes full use 
of the opportunities available for playing an 
active role in drawing up the standards and 

Since 2018, AVS Verkehrssicherung has been a bronze member of the IRF – International 
Road Federation. The IRF with its worldwide branches has taken upon itself since 1948 the 
task of helping countries to make roads better, safer and more intelligent.

AmpelTools tests signal  
safeguarding, fully automatically 
in just a few minutes

The fully installed traffic light system is 
tested in covered state. Once the individual 
signal heads have been correctly assigned 
to the devised program sequence, all signal 
statuses have to be triggered and the requi-
red behaviour checked as intended in the 
phase plan and monitoring table (interlo-
cking matrix). A conscientiously conducted 
acceptance procedure entails taking a lad-
der or cherry picker to the individual signal 
heads to test signal safeguarding in every 
possible signal state, e.g. green/green in-
terlocking, red lamp monitoring, red/am-
ber/green monitoring, status monitoring, 
defective lamp monitoring.
 Our AmpelTools software needs just a 
few minutes for a precise, fully-automatic 
test of the signal safeguarding in the same 
scope at the medium-sized junction descri-
bed above.
 The new AmpelTools test function  
naturally includes the Berghaus EPB24 
controller together with the power cards 
and lamps in the signal safeguarding test. 
Our software automatically tests all pos-
sible combinations of signal safeguarding.  
All signal outputs of the traffic light cont-

Increasingly, authorities demand on-site testing and acceptance of temporary traffic 
light systems before these are commissioned. Up to now, signal safeguarding testing 
usually took a long time. Even for a medium-sized standard junction, the procedure 
used to take several hours for the traffic-light technicians and staff from the testing 
institutions (which can include the TÜV technical inspection agency, official experts, 
road authorities or the police). But AmpelTools needs just a few minutes for this test!

roller are actuated and all signal statuses  
triggered for every colour and every pos-
sible combination of all signal heads.  
AmpelTools proceeds with a planned/ 
actual comparison based on the devised 
program sequence (phase plan, monitoring 
table, interlocking matrix) and the specifi-
cations for every signal head. When illegal  
signal statuses are detected, signal safe- 
guarding is triggered and logged immedia-
tely by the software. The check-sum devised 
during programming is also noted in the test 
log for flawless allocation of programming 
and log.
 The test log can then be printed with  
AmpelTools or made available to the tes-
ters as a PDF document, e.g. on a USB stick. 
Acceptance of signal safeguarding is thus 
unequivocally documented. Up to now, the 
signal safeguarding test at every signal 
head was very time-consuming for traffic 
light technicians and responsible authori-
ties. Now fully automatic, comprehensive 
testing of all possible signal statuses takes 
place in just a few minutes in the presence  
of those who are responsible, and the pro-
cess is logged immediately. There is no 

If you don’t yet know AmpelTools, you can gladly test the program for up to eight hours. Simply download the  
current version from our homepage. Please test the program between 7 am and 3 pm Mondays to Fridays,  
because you will be asked for a key during the installation process. We devise the key instantaneously from 
your program code. Please call our control engineering department with your program code.

The International Road Federation (IRF) is a global non-profit organisation with head- 
quarters in Washington DC since 1948 which is supported by regional branches all over 
the world. The IRF serves a network of members from the public and private sectors in 
more than 70 countries by offering first-class knowledge resources, advocacy services 
and training programmes which together form a global marketplace for best practices 
and branch solutions.

longer any need for the testers to produce 
handwritten lists.
 Following any changes to the program-
ming and/or to the outside system, another 
automatic or semi-automatic test can be 
easily carried out quickly, with presentation 
of the test log to the corresponding authori-
ties as an addendum. The new test program 
is useful already in the workshop when  
devising the traffic light control program. 
In just a few minutes, the fast check-up at 
the test panel shows the technician using 
AmpelTools whether his own programming 
of EPB24 is functioning properly and that 
nothing has been overseen. To use the new 
functions, a hardware update of the CPU 
in your EPB24 controller to version 6.90 is 
necessary. We will do this free of charge 

for purchasers of the test program. After 
contacting us, you will be asked to send the 
19-inch module with the CPU to us in the 
factory.
 The current AmpelTool software update 
(version 1.70), which you can download  
with immediate effect on our website  
w w w.berghaus-verkehrstechnik.de ,  
already implements the new test program 
for our Berghaus EPB24 controllers. After 
updating your software, you can purchase a 
corresponding license key from us for this 
function upgrade.

guidelines for construction site management 
in various countries. Dirk Schönauer, COO  
International, will be presenting the AVS 

Group at the Global R2T Road 
Safety Congress in Las Vegas. 
This event brings together all 
leading global industries to 
find out about the trends in  
tomorrow’s road infrastructure.

For more information, go to www.irf.global

•  Seminar  
„Making Roads Safe for all Users“,  
Washington/USA, August 19-23, 2019 

•  Transport Connectivity Forum, Podgorica/
Montenegro, October 1-2, 2019

•  Global R2T Conference & Exhibition,  
Las Vegas/USA, November 11-22, 2019
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Mobile traffic light with  
additional barrier

For a customer in Scandinavia, we have 
now added a mobile barrier to our proven 
manual controlled traffic light (MBA).
 The temporary barrier is mounted for 
mobile use on an undercarriage specially 
designed for this application. It can take up 
to four 12 V/170 Ah batteries for an off-grid 
power supply. Additional weights consisting 
of hoarding concrete slabs placed below 
the mobile frame provide the necessary 
stability even when changing the battery. A 
plug-in drawbar as used for our pedestrian 
traffic lights makes it easy to manoeuvre 
the mobile barrier into exactly the right  
position on site. For transportation pur-
poses, the signal head can be moved from 
its elevated position to a transport fitting, 
and the barrier is also easily dismantled. In 
accordance with our customer’s specifica-
tions, the complete mobile undercarriage 
has been powder-coated in signal yellow. 
Other colours are naturally also possible 
on request.
 The 3-aspect MBA signal head (red/
amber/green) is controlled manually with 
the radio remote control unit. The on-site 
operator (e. g. gatekeeper) monitors vehicle 
traffic at the traffic light and controls the 

In special situations where a red traffic light on its own is not sufficient for individual 
control of vehicle traffic outside pedestrian areas, the additional barrier at a mobile 
traffic light generates greater acceptance. The barrier makes it impossible to drive 
through the temporary road closure or to enter the blocked area without permission.

Mobile warning trailer SM 10 upgraded  
with customised features

Recently we produced a mobile warning trailer SM 10 for roads  
with oncoming traffic (corresponding to road sign 615) on  
behalf of the municipal utility company of a large city on Lake 
Constance. On request we supplied the trailer ready equipped 
for rapid construction site protection. In accordance with the 
customer’s specifications, the scope of supply included 12 m 
mobile safety barriers with transport and storage frame, ten 
beacon base plates, six TL safety beacons and TL beacon base 
plates including transport frame and base plate holder, eight TL 

As the manufacturer of mobile warning trailers, we are able to meet the needs of our customers in many areas when it 
comes to special features. Many customised features are possible, as long as the individual requests do not contravene 
German rules and regulations such as the StVZO, StVO, VzKat, RSA, ZTV-SA and the Technical Delivery Conditions for  
mobile warning trailers (TL 97).

directing cones with plug-in LED flashlights and two road signs 
„roadworks 123“ with telescopic square tubes and sign clamps. 
All items were arranged on the loading area and secured  
with specially made holders, brackets and lashing straps.
 Our customer can now go straight to the construction site 
with the mobile trailer ready loaded with all the necessary 
items of equipment and start work immediately, for example 
when responding to burst pipes, working on the sewer system 
or dealing with house connections etc.

Mobile warning trailers are used for traffic safety at 
short-term roadworks. Mobile trailers with a sign height 
of 3,600 mm (our AM series) are used on motorways 
and dual carriages where there is no oncoming traffic. 
On main and country roads with oncoming traffic and in  
urban areas, a smaller version is used with a sign height 
of 2,500 mm (our SM series).
 The mobile warning trailer SM 10 is mounted on an 
undercarriage approved up to 100 km/h. The standard ex 
works scope of supply already includes an exchangeable  
ball-type towing device and DIN eye for towing by cars or 
trucks. The customised road safety trailer has a gross  
vehicle rating of 1,600 kg, with a dead weight of about 
850 kg and a maximum payload of up to 750 kg.
 Three large bright LED flashlights with reliable Berg-
haus electronics flash constantly in an alternating two-to-
one pattern, attracting the attention of road users already 
from afar. To protect both construction site workers and 
road users, the SM 10’s hatched warning signs and road 
signs are fitted with top quality microprismatic highly  
reflective foil RA2 for excellent visibility in road traffic use.
 On site, the upper section of the sign is raised by a  
motor at the push of a button, together with motor adjust-
ment of the white arrow in road sign 222 for the required 
signal pattern. This is done directly at the trailer or with 
the practical remote control.

A fully equipped mobile warning trailer is extremely practical  
as a „road safety trailer“ not just for municipal utility compa-
nies. Road maintenance depots, council depots, electric utility  
companies, construction firms, gardening and landscape  
gardening firms – in other words all those with a constant need 
to quickly safeguard one-day roadworks – profit from a fully 
equipped mobile warning trailer loaded with the most impor- 
tant items for professional traffic safety.

required flow of vehicles exactly as needed. 
The barrier is opened or closed automati-
cally by the traffic light control according to 
the selected signal pattern (green or red). 
The standard barrier length is 3 metres; 
other lengths can be supplied on request. 
For safety’s sake, there’s a small delay  
before the barrier is closed after the red 
light: this is also monitored by a light barrier.  
Furthermore, the force of the motor is  
monitored when the barrier is being 
 lowered,for added safety. The barrier can 
be hinged in an emergency; this also acts 
as impact protection. Manual emergency 
unlocking is also provided.
 The mobile barrier at our MBA offers 
optimum control of vehicle traffic by an 
operator outside pedestrian areas. By  
monitoring the flow of traffic, the operator  
can selectively restrict access or the pas-
sage of vehicles. Possible applications and 
uses of this manual method for access  
control of vehicle traffic include access to 
company premises, car park control, access  
to weighbridges, control lights for segrega-
ting the flow of vehicles, restricting passage/ 
access at events to authorised vehicles 
only, entry/exit for emergency services and 

the fire brigade, entry/exit for construction 
site vehicles, etc.
 Our mobile MBA with barrier generates 
far higher acceptance of access restrictions 
for vehicle traffic than is the case with pure 
traffic light control and effectively stops  
vehicles from trying to gain unauthorised 
access to blocked areas despite the red 
light!
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The project was dealt with in exemplary man-
ner by the whole team at the Göttingen site and 
implemented hand-in-hand. The planning and 
work preparation phase entailed very intensive  
collaboration with all those involved in the 
project. It was a case of coordinating many 
extensive requirements at the interfaces bet-
ween three motorway maintenance depart-
ments run by Hessen Mobil, Bad Hersfeld town  

AVS Göttingen at the  
Hessian Day 2019

council and the police. In operative terms, the 
team was kept busy for nearly three months 
with preparations, implementation and subse-
quent follow-up.
 A wide range of equipment was used and  
installed with considerable effort at various  
places in Bad Hersfeld. This included for  
example planning boards for traffic control 
and signage, stopping restriction signs, safety  

AVS Göttingen won this year’s tendering procedure by Bad Hersfeld town council for traffic 
safety at the Hessian Day. This was now the second time that AVS was entrusted with the 
traffic safety at Germany’s largest state show from 7 to 16 June 2019, attended by around 
860,000 people.

© Hessian Day 2019 in Bad Hersfeld (approval number HT-L87)

In the course of the international  
strategy, our companies abroad have 
already assumed the look of the AVS 
brand.

The site in Riga/Latvia, formerly KMK 
Projects, is now called AVS Latvija SIA.

The site in Denmark, formerly Traffics 
A/S, is now called AVS Vejsikring A/S. 
Besides the headquarters in Gadstrup, a 
branch was recently opened in Fredericia.

AVS Vejsikring is currently involved in a  
large-scale project on the island Funen 
with support from AVS Lehrte GmbH 
in Germany with the Hamburg branch. 
Work has begun smoothly to expand the 
AVS network beyond national borders.

AVS  
International

barriers, red and amber warning lights,  
beacons, parking guidance LED boards, traffic  
light systems, pedestrian crossings and  
diverse additional signage. Many car parks 
were also marked out.
 Smooth collaboration between all AVS sites 
ensured that the necessary equipment was 
provided for this occasion, thus contributing to 
the overall success of the event.
 The Hessian Day is Germany’s largest and 
oldest state show. 862,000 visitors came to 
Bad Hersfeld which was hosting the show  
this year. „The Hessian Day lived up to its  
promises. It was a fascinating, lively event“, 
said Minister-President Volker Bouffier. „The 
traffic planning worked perfectly“, explained 
Mayor Thomas Fehling.

AVS Lehrte GmbH and the Hamburg branch were awarded the 
traffic safety contract for this major project in a technical lot  
tender. Over the next few years, branch manager Ulrike Barovic  
and her team will ensure traffic is guided safely through the  
roadworks in more than 13 different road layout phases, helping 
to keep this section of the motorway open to cope with the high 
volume of traffic, despite the complex construction work.
 At times the Elbe Tunnel will have to be closed completely to 
modify the road layouts. Our Hamburg branch already closed the 
Elbe Tunnel three times this spring in preparation for the const-
ruction work and also to commission a new computer in the tunnel 
control centre. This involved closing the Elbe Tunnel completely at 
the weekend in both directions together with part of the A7 motor-
way and various motorway junctions.
 While the motorway was closed, the first road layout phases 
were set up for the K20/K30 construction work. AVS installation 
engineers from throughout Germany were brought in time and 
again to provide the Hamburg colleagues with valuable support 
in order to cover the manpower demands involved in closing the 
motorway completely. While the preparations and road layout  
changes were being implemented south of the Elbe Tunnel for the 
K20/K30 project, the long-standing construction site protection 
measures in the Stellingen Tunnel north of the Elbe Tunnel were 
modified completely this spring. The 6+0 road layout was trans-

Major construction site at Hamburg’s  
Elbe Tunnel bottleneck
Refurbishing part of the A7 motorway south of the Elbe Tunnel will take until at least 2025. Hamburg’s new major construction 
site is on the A7 immediately before and after the Elbe Tunnel. The next few years will see elaborate refurbishment and partial 
renewal of the K20 and K30 bridges on the A7.

ferred to the new east tunnel. Here again, the corresponding  
measures were implemented gradually during several night-time 
and weekend interventions.
 Together with the usual signage tasks, both large-scale  
projects entailed extensive marking and demarking work, as well 
as moving various ProTec crash barrier systems. Professional 
preparations, the extensive know-how of the AVS workforce and 
the commitment shown by various AVS branches all come together 
to ensure that these large-scale projects are handled success- 
fully at the same time as many other on-going construction sites.

There was only a short period of time available  
to safeguard the busy road over a length of 
14 km. Besides the planning and logistics for 
manpower and machinery, the project also 
included the implementation phase, with site 
measurement, marking, material loading and 
installation. Only 2.5 days were available to  
install 22 km of ProTec 100. This extraordinary  
achievement was completed punctually in 
the extremely short period of time thanks to  
outstanding preliminary planning and the  
committed team of 60 skilled workers using  
5 cranes, 4 diggers and 17 different construction  
vehicles.

In the Czech Republic, our local partner  
KASKA s.r.o. has been entrusted with safe-
guarding the most important D1 motorway 
link in the Jihlava region. The construction 
period extends from May to November 2019, 
presenting the team with special challenges.

Czech Republic: 
22,000 m ProTec 
installed in just 
2.5 days
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